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About This Game

Susan is back again in the middle of problems of epic proportions deep in the Lost Lands. Weather cataclysm, mythical
creatures, ancient legends - these and more stands before the main hero of the Lost Lands.

"Lost Lands: Ice Spell" is a fantasy-world adventure game with lots of hidden-objects, mini-games and puzzles to solve.

The cold has come to the Lost Lands in the middle of the summer. Folk are hiding inside, trying to warm their homes. All the
living is frozen, all the flowers are gone, the crops are dead and the birds are running for their lives. Old people say: "The spirit

of the Frozen Mountains has awoken..."
But nobody expects the reason be dug deep in the ancient history of the Lost Lands, when the world was young. And yet an

ancient force was awaken by the common from our world.
Wizard Maaron has called upon the only link between both worlds - Susan.

Explore over 50 stunning locations
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Complete over 40 fun and challenging mini-games
Challenge yourself with interactive hidden object scenes and original puzzles

Assemble collections, gather morphing objects, and gain achievements
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Title: Lost Lands: Ice Spell
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
FIVE-BN GAMES
Publisher:
FIVE-BN GAMES
Release Date: 16 Jul, 2018
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the game stops being able to be played when u get ur shop 1 hour or so in cause of Xeno non stop ... .... ..... .... .... .... .... .... ....
.... .... .... .... ... .... .... ..... An attrocity to say the least. Everything in the game is bad; the aestetic, the controls, the gunplay, the
map design, and the ui were all terrible. The only honestly positive thing I can say about the game is at the end of the round it
tells you who did the worst just as an extra kick in the balls to new players.. modern loli warfare basically. Absolutely beautiful
game. Runs without a hitch. Loads of fun with a good level of difficulty. 10\/10. Cute little puzzle game. Puzzles aren't too hard,
game isn't too long.. For a VR game the graphics are pretty good. The enemies shift in and look great, the sounds work well
enough, the platform makes sense. The one thing I couldn't get past is that there's no arrow drop. You shoot an arrow and it goes
in a strait line into infinity. That's not how a bow and arrow work? If that doesn't bother you the rest of it is fine. I feel like this
is one of those basic mechanics that make take me out of the game completely. Recommended with caveats.. Don't get me
wrong.

I've had to modify the game files to get this to run properly and couldn't launch it through steam.

The game itself was great. but you really are better off getting GZdoom or another DOOM WAD player

-Not recommended due to the fact that the game files supplied dont work without changing it.. The art is amazing!
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Otherworldly and haunting. It reminds me of the experimental games I played a lot when I was younger. Try things out, try to
understand, see what you find.. Fun and simple to learn. I started a game with a friend and 2 AI opponents and knew everything
I needed to know after one match by just watching the AI.
Watching someone harvest themselves into oblivion is quite entertaining.. they dont have 1 simple thing.... KEYBOARD AND
MOUSE SUPPORT. 50 Years is one of those casual and fun strategy games without the boring and tedious elements of micro
managment and drawn out battles.. DLC is for fans of Vector 36 like me. The forth garage slot is nice far into the game and the
new garage is quite beautiful, you see other people working on their skimmer, too. New music fits in with the rest (Love
Drum'n'Bass)
Mainly bought it to support the great Dev (one Guy), but it does exactly what it says.
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